Abstract
Introduction
A truly successful software system is one that is continually modified and enhanced [22] : prolonging the lifespan of a software system has always been one of the main purposes of software maintenance. However, a common problem in software maintenance is the lack of documentation needed for the maintenance tasks. In fact, it is well known that maintenance should be considered already in the design phase [21] . Unfortunately, this suggestion is usually not followed, partly due to the limitations of the current technologies and methodologies. Even though a designer anticipates certain maintenance tasks during design, there are no systematic means to record this information in such a form that it could be used to provide tool-assisted guidance for the maintainers. In the case of an unanticipated maintenance activity, the information concerning the activity is typically lost completely, or documented scarcely at best.
However, this information would be valuable in the future maintenance, because it reveals a logical connection between different parts of the system that is relevant from the maintenance viewpoint. Such information is valuable if similar maintenance tasks are repeated, or if other maintenance tasks concern parts that have been involved in previous tasks. In the latter case, information about previous maintenance tasks can be exploited to guarantee that the new maintenance task does not corrupt the effect of the previous action. Again, this information can be used to provide tool support for repeating similar maintenance tasks, for reversing maintenance tasks, and for sustaining compliance with earlier maintenance tasks.
In this paper, we introduce a way to document software maintenance via so-called maintenance patterns. In this context, a pattern means a specification of a set of software entities that are logically related from the viewpoint of some concern. More precisely, a pattern consists of roles that can be bound to program entities (like classes, methods and attributes) and a set of constraints that these bindings must satisfy. A pattern can exist without any bindings, or it can be partially or fully bound. A maintenance pattern is a pattern that captures the set of program elements involved in a logical maintenance task. The roles are used to store the information about the participants of a maintenance task whereas the constraints state the relationship that must be followed by the program elements bound to different roles. In addition to the constraints specifying the relationships of the program elements, a maintenance pattern can be associated with other information concerning the maintenance task, like informal instructions for the maintainer or default code templates for some program elements.
Maintenance tasks can be divided into smaller subtasks that require modifications to individual small program elements scattered around the system to be maintained. This gives maintenance patterns a cross-cutting nature. In this sense a pattern is conceptually close to an aspect [2] , but since we will have a fairly specific technical realization of this concept, we want to avoid using this term. We will refer to the cross-cutting concern represented by a maintenance pattern as maintainability concern.
Software maintenance may include different tasks: the system can be modified to correct faults, improve performance or other attributes, or adapt to a changed environment [1] . In fact, it is acknowledged that the maintenance phase in software development is the most difficult and thus causes major costs [5] . We think that these deficiencies can be partially solved by associating the system with maintenance patterns. In the paper, we show the benefits of applying such patterns in different maintenance situations such as system adaptation. We also show how errors resulting from maintenance tasks could be reduced when using our approach. An implication of our approach of documenting maintenance tasks as patterns is that we can exploit generic pattern-based tool support for maintenance. In particular, we use a tool called JavaFrames (previously Fred) to implement the idea of maintenance patterns. JavaFrames [12] is an Eclipse [3] plug-in which allows the specification and use of patterns in a Java programming environment. Given a pattern specification, the tool provides task-driven guidance for a developer to carry out the binding of the roles as required by the pattern. Although the tool was originally developed to support the specialization of a framework, we argue that the generic pattern concept of JavaFrames can be used as a basis of maintenance patterns as well. The benefit of exploiting JavaFrames is that various kinds of useful tool support become readily available:
• A task list can be generated automatically on the basis of a maintenance pattern, to guide the maintainer in carrying out the maintenance task foreseen by a designer (and expressed as a maintenance pattern).
• If a performed maintenance task is recorded as a maintenance pattern, the tool keeps track of the different program elements involved in the task and enforces the relationships between those elements, as specified by the constraints in the pattern.
• If some program element involved in a maintenance action can be deduced on the basis of the other elements involved in that task, the former element can be automatically produced.
• Various kinds of textual information can be conveniently associated with single maintenance actions. Such information can be used to guide the maintainer to carry out the maintenance action, or to store explanations of the maintenance action in a form that can be easily retrieved during the evolution of the system.
The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. In Section 2 we discuss maintenance patterns and their use in more detail. We give three concrete examples of well known maintenance problems and show how these problems can be solved using maintenance patterns. In Section 3 we discuss the JavaFrames tool which serves as our basis of the realization of maintenance patterns and show how to use the tool in applying maintenance patterns. Section 4 discusses maintainability concern architectures in general, while Section 5 considers maintainability concerns of JavaFrames itself. In Section 6 we present related work and finally conclude in Section 7.
Using maintenance patterns
In this section we first discuss the conceptual basis of maintenance patterns. Then we introduce three examples that apply maintenance patterns.
Maintenance patterns
A maintenance pattern consists of roles, associated with constraints and properties. A role has a type which determines the kind of program elements that can be bound to a role. For example, a class role can be bound to a concrete Java class. We assume that there are appropriate role types covering the basic Java concepts. In addition, a note role can be bound to an acknowledgment provided by the maintainer. A note role is used to associate informal instructions at certain points in the maintenance pattern.
Constraints are structural conditions that must be satisfied by the program element bound to a role. For example, a constraint of class role P may require that the class bound to P must inherit the class bound to another role Q, or that the method bound to role R must be located within the class bound to role S. The properties include various additional specifications that are useful in practice, like a short (informal) description of the binding task or a default implementation for the program element to be bound (used for automatically generating the program element). A property can also define the multiplicity of a role, that is, the lower and upper limits for the number of the instances of the role. For example, if a method role has multiplicity 0..1, the method is optional in the pattern, because the lower limit is 0.
We assume tool support which can generate a task list for a partially bound maintenance pattern. The task list displays a task for each role that can be instantiated and bound in the present situation, taking into account the dependencies (implied for example by the constraints) and the multiplicities of the roles. We also assume that the tool is integrated with a program editor and that the constraints are checked after every editing action. We will not explain in detail how the tool does all this; an account of the mechanisms is given in [12] . Every time a binding action is performed, the tool generates an updated task list (because new tasks will probably become doable). Thus, each binding action represents one maintenance action within the maintenance task managed by the maintenance pattern, and the task list generated by the tool provides a step-by-step instruction on how to carry out the maintenance task. Usually a binding action means that the maintainer should provide a new program element at a certain place, modify an existing program element, or simply check manually that the code satisfies certain requirements. The latter can be accomplished using note roles.
With this rough idea of a maintenance pattern in mind, in the next subsections we give three example situations where a maintenance pattern is applied. We will give a more detailed description of the maintenance patterns in terms of JavaFrames in Section 3.
Extending an existing system
As an example of adaptive maintenance, consider a typical situation in an object-oriented system where the system should be modified by providing a new implementation for a certain concept represented by a base class or an interface. This kind of maintenance task is often anticipated, and indeed maintenance may have been the driving concern in the design solution leading to the use of a base class or an interface.
The above situation is depicted in Figure 1 . Originally, we have three classes: a base class Concept, a second class ConcreteImplA extending Concept, and another arbitrary class Client that instantiates ConcreteImplA. At some point, the maintainer of the system finds herself in a situation where she should provide a new specialization of Concept that replaces ConcreteImplA with ConcreteImplB. If the system is well-designed, references to ConcreteImplA (like instantiations) are isolated to few places, but these places may nevertheless be hard to locate. The designer should therefore document the places as a maintenance pattern (called, say, "New implementation of Concept"). Let us assume here that the only place where ConcreteImplA is referenced is the instantiate method of Client. Figure 1 uses a modified version of UML notation for patterns because our pattern concept differs slightly from that of UML. The patterns are denoted by ellipses. The tiny circles on the boundary of the patterns denote the roles that are associated with a maintenance pattern. For instance, the role bound to the superclass Concept suggests that there is a single code point (class Concept) played by the pattern role. The multiplicity of a role can be more than 1. The role referring to both ConcreteImplA and ConcreteImplB is an example of a role that refers to more than one code point playing the same role.
When applying the maintenance pattern in the situation described above, all required modifications are presented as simple maintenance tasks. The pattern has roles referencing the class Concept and the code points where its implementation class is instantiated. Another role is used to refer to the implementation class itself. When the user decides to change the existing implementation class by a new one, the pattern enforces the inheritance relationship between Concept and the new implementation class. In addition, the pattern warns the user to revisit the code points where the implementation class is used. For example, the pattern might ask the user to change the reference to ConcreteImplA in the method instantiate of class Client to a reference to ConcreteImplB instead.
Copy-paste programming
Newly-implemented programs are often based on earlier constructed ones. In this case, the programmer typically copies the older program and modifies it to suit the new purpose. In other situations, a new program may be constructed out of combining together several pieces of code extracted from a number of other programs. In both cases, the practice is to first copy and paste different pieces of code and then try to refactor the assembled elements. This coding technique is commonly used when maintaining existing systems as well, especially when the purpose of the maintainer is to adapt the system to a new environment or to improve some of the system qualities.
Copy-paste programming may add uncontrolled errors to the system. This is illustrated in the case where the original piece of code, i.e. the code which has been copied, has been modified in order to correct some errors. Most probably, all code replica need to be modified, too. However, it is not easy to know where all the copied pieces lie. Finding out these code pieces can be a painful and costly activity.
Copy-paste programming is identified as an AntiPattern called cut-and-paste programming [6] . It is considered as a bad programming style, and the best choice is to avoid it. However, copy-paste style of program development is sometimes unavoidable, because refactoring the code to eliminate all code duplications would lead to complicated and unnatural decomposition of the system. Thus, copypaste occurrences are a kind of micro aspects of the system: they represent an implementation level cross-cutting concern that should be made explicit in the system. From a maintenance viewpoint, the above practice can be seen as lacking control over the maintenance activity. There is no clear documentation on what and where modifications should be carried out. Maintenance patterns can be used to document and keep track of copied program elements. Figure 2 shows a maintenance pattern that manages the copy-paste style of programming. The pattern adds more control to the maintenance activity in the sense that the copied code (marked with dark color), is replicated and inserted in the right code points (marked with grey color) as specified by the pattern. The pattern has a role referring to the copied code and a second role referring to the code points where it has been pasted. When the copy-paste situation is identified, the programmer records this as copypaste maintenance pattern, binding the roles to the concrete program elements. If the user modifies the original code, the pattern warns her to consider the replica by revealing their location. In some situations, a modified version of the copied piece is needed. In this case, too, the maintenance pattern contains the tracking information about the code pieces that are involved in the maintenance task.
Copy-paste programming is quite similar to implicit coding rules [16] . Implicit coding rules cannot be typically found in software documentations, instead, they are in the heads of experienced maintainers. An example of such a rule is that a certain global variable should be initialized before calling a certain routine. Violations of these rules are called bug code patterns. In the similar way, to handle copy-paste programming without violating the code the maintainer should know the occurrences of the copied code. Usually, such knowledge is not presented explicitly in software documentation.
Fragile base class problem
Let us assume a simple class inheritance situation, a derived class inherits from a base class. The fragile base class problem is the situation where modifications in the base class may cause the derived class to malfunction. The base class is said to be fragile because changes in it break its role as a base class. A thorough study of the problem is presented in [17] . Figure 3 shows an example of the fragile base class problem. A class library provides a class Container for storing objects. The class has two methods add inserting a new object in the container and addSet invoking the add method to add a set of objects to the container. Suppose that an application developer decides to extend Container. She derives a class CountedContainer introducing an instance variable counter and redefining the add operation to increment counter every time a new object is added to the container. At a later time, the library maintainer decides to optimize the class Container. She provides a new implementation for addSet without invoking add thinking that the new system is compatible with the previous one. Unfortunately, when the new version of Container is used as a base class for CountedContainer, the system returns the wrong number of objects since counter is not updated anymore.
Pattern for changing the implementation of addSet In this kind of situation, a maintenance pattern can be used to monitor changes in the superclass. The pattern has a role referring to the base class method and a second role referring to the subclass method being used by the superclass. Initially, the roles are bound to the concrete methods. If the maintainer modifies a referred method in the superclass, the pattern asks her to verify the related method in the derived class. The warning may take the form of an informal task description. Thus, possible problems related to the fragile base class case can be eliminated.
Maintenance patterns in JavaFrames
In this section, we first discuss the main features of JavaFrames tool. We then show how to present the maintenance patterns discussed in Section 2 and how to apply them using the environment.
JavaFrames environment
JavaFrames is initially a pattern-oriented task-based prototype tool for framework specialization. The tool has been used as a Java development environment and is currently being adapted to support UML semantics [13] . However, the tool can be easily extended to support any other type of semantics.
The tool comes with several useful features. Three of these main qualities are:
Simple task lists : JavaFrames environment models a set of specification in the form of role-based patterns. When applying these patterns, the tool generates a number of tasks to be carried out in order to meet the specifications. By task, we mean a simple action that adds an element or enforces a property on the model. Tasks are kept simple enough so that their immediate result is easy to track and can be changed if needed. An example task is to provide a Java method.
Adaptive documentation : JavaFrames environment is able to record the history of the user's tasks and informs her what to do next using the recorded information. The tool, for example, uses the concrete names of the Java classes specified earlier by the user when documenting next related tasks. The concrete names can be used both in the informal task descriptions and the generated default code.
Integrated source editor : The integrated Java editor keeps track of the application of the patterns and checks the constraints during editing on the fly: constraints are re-checked every time the source is changed and the user is asked to repair the violations.
The tool implementation of the general pattern concept in addition to the qualities mentioned above makes it possible to adapt the environment to support software maintenance activities. For this purpose, we treat JavaFrames patterns as maintenance patterns. A maintenance pattern then consists of several roles, each role corresponds to a code point we are interested in during the maintenance activity. Role properties define how the maintenance task should be performed and the inter-role dependencies show when these maintenance tasks should be carried out. Violated constraints are also considered as maintenance tasks.
In JavaFrames, patterns are usually put in a hierarchical structure defining a unified context. During a maintenance session, the pattern roles are either bound to new program elements, for example by creating a new Java class for a class role, or bound to existing program elements. The action of associating pattern roles with concrete program elements represents a maintenance task the user should perform. When a task is performed, new maintenance tasks might be generated.
Presenting maintenance patterns in JavaFrames
In this subsection, we discuss the JavaFrames specification of the Extending Pattern shown in Figure 1 . This maintenance pattern consists of four roles: two class roles, a method role, and a code snippet role. The class roles represent the base class Concept and the class that inherits from it. The method role specifies the method instantiate in class Client. Finally, the code snippet role stands for the implementation of the method instantiate. Figure 4 shows the representation of the pattern in JavaFrames pattern editor. The left view displays the pattern roles and their constraints. The right upper view shows the dependencies of the selected role whereas the lower part exposes the properties of the role expressed as text templates. In order to clarify the structure of the pattern, we give in Figure 5 a more readable textual specification. Every role has a set of properties; the taskTitle property of the ConcreteImpl role for example, tells the maintainer what task should be performed. The definition of this property refers to Concept role in the form of <#:/Concept.i.shortName>, this tag refers to the concrete name of the superclass. The inheritance constraint has value <#:/Concept.i> saying that any instance of the ConcreteImpl role (class ConcreteImplA and class ConcreteImplB) should inherit from instances of Concept role. The multiplicity symbol "+" that comes with ConcreteImpl means that there can be more than one program element playing the role ConcreteImpl. When no multiplicity is given, the role should be bound to exactly one program element, this is the case of the Concept role. Finally, the code snippet role Instantiation has default implementation that can be used by the maintainer resulting in a concrete action.
Step 1 after clicking "Finish"
Step 2 Figure 6 . Sample maintenance tasks. Figure 6 shows sample maintenance tasks to be performed when applying the maintenance pattern discussed above. In task 1, the user provides a new subclass ConcreteImplB inheriting from class Concept. The next task is to remind the user that the newly generated subclass has to be instantiated instead of the existing subclass. The environment generates default implementation and suggests the right class to be instantiated.
The other two maintenance problems mentioned in Section 2 can be handled with JavaFrames, assuming that the environment can detect changes in the source code. In order to achieve that, a new "unchanged source" constraint that is invalidated by any change in a bound element is needed. Support for such a constraint can be added to JavaFrames.
The pattern that manages copy-paste programming has two roles; a first role with a reference to the code to be copied and a second role with a reference to the program elements where the copied code should be pasted. There is a dependency from the latter role to the former role and there is an "unchanged source" constraint on the first role. When applying the pattern, the first task is to specify the original code (methodA in the example) whereas the remaining tasks are to provide the code points where to find the copied code (methodB, methodC, and methodD in the example). At a later time, when the maintainer decides to make changes in the original code, the "unchanged source" constraint is violated and the pattern warns the user to revisit the replica.
As for the fragile base class problem, the pattern has two method roles in addition to two class roles associated with the base class and the subclass. The first method role refers to the method of the base class (addSet in the example) whereas the second method role points to the method of the subclass (add in the example). There is a dependency from the first role to the second role since addSet invokes add. In addition, there is an "unchanged source" constraint on the first role. If the library maintainer performs changes in the base class method, the "unchanged source" constraint is violated and a task is generated warning her of possible problem in the subclass. The environment can suggest the user to add a copy of the base class method with the original implementation to the subclass.
From the discussion above, we see how JavaFrames environment can manage maintenance activities via simple task lists. The tasks are easy to follow and their actions can be visually controlled. The patterns are used to refer to the code points involved in the maintenance activity. In the task descriptions, concrete names such as ConcreteImplB in task 2 of Figure 6 , are used. Moreover, default implementation required for the maintenance actions can be suggested. This offers the maintainer a stepwise adaptive maintenance environment. However, the number of maintenance tasks should be carefully planned since a huge number of tasks can annoy the maintainer and slow down the maintenance phase. A related problem is how to manage the maintenance activity of a large system via small-grained maintenance patterns instead of using one huge macro pattern. In the next section, we propose a possible solution to such problems.
Maintainability concern architectures
In large real systems maintenance patterns can be overlapping and co-operate with each other as illustrated in Figure 7 . Several maintenance patterns are connected to each other via the accompanying classes which require maintenance actions. Each time a maintenance action (described with a maintenance pattern) occurs, the connected maintenance patterns should be checked to verify whether these patterns produce any modification requirements. Thus, maintenance patterns support change impact analysis to find the points of the system where the maintenance task extends.
In more detail, Figure 7 shows the code points that should be considered when maintaining a specific software system. Code points that are related to each other are grouped together under the same unit. This is marked in the figure by a circular shape. For example, the required modifications in ClassA and ClassB are tied together. The role of the maintenance pattern is to contain related code points. For instance, pattern P2 groups the code points in ClassA and ClassB. In some cases, a pattern needs information that is not concerned by the pattern. For example, P1 uses the information of the existing system ClassX in order to document the modification tasks required for ClassC, ClassD, and ClassE. A similar situation appears when dealing with P2; the pattern uses the information of ClassC which should already be generated by P1.
In this way, we can see how certain patterns may depend on other ones defining a partial order of applying the patterns. This can also be understood by the fact that in a typical maintenance situation, some maintenance tasks may depend on other ones. The result of applying the maintenance patterns on an existing system can take two forms. In some cases, the pattern adds a new element to the system. For example, pattern P1 adds the new class ClassC to the system. In other situations, the pattern may just modify an existing system element. For example, pattern P2 modifies class ClassA by probably adding a new operation to the class or by adding a new code snippet to an existing operation.
Building the system consisting of several maintenance patterns (as in Figure 7) can be regarded as a three phase process. First, modification points need to be identified. Second, related points should be tied up under the same pattern. Third, the relationships among the patterns of the system should be recognized to provide the documentation for the whole maintenance process.
In the building process, we can rely on earlier work about concern architectures [13, 14] . For example, in [13] , it is shown how concern architectures might ease documenting framework specialization using patterns. When considering maintainability as a concern [15] , we can talk about maintainability concern architectures. Typically, each concern tackles a specific area of interest in the maintenance activity. Concerns can, in turn, be composed of smaller units of interest. In this work, we treat each of these small units as a maintenance pattern. Figure 8 shows the maintainability concern architecture of a specific software system. The architecture consists of three concerns X, Y, and Z. Individual concerns may further be decomposed into several smaller sub-concerns. Concern X, for example, is decomposed into two sub-concerns X1 and X2. Concern Z consists of two smaller units of interest. These two units are shown in the figure as two patterns. Concerns Y and Z are overlapping meaning that changes in concern Y, for example, might also affect concern Z. This means that the maintainer needs to pay more attention when maintaining such overlapping concerns. The architecture may also define inter-concern relationships. This is translated into dependencies when constructing the patterns. For example, in the right part of Figure 8 , we see the pattern system that should be constructed; the dependencies between the pattern are shown using dashed arrows. Nevertheless, a typical maintainability concern architecture does not cover all possible maintenance tasks of a system. In fact, maintenance patterns are mostly suitable for adaptive maintenance but are less used for managing other maintenance tasks such as correcting faults or improving system attributes. As a result, a number of code points may remain uncontrolled by maintenance patterns. However, even in this situation, maintenance patterns may prove to be useful. This is obvious when the execution of a maintenance action, that is not controlled by a pattern, breaks other pattern controlled decisions. For example, the maintainer may attempt to improve a certain attribute of a system by splitting an existing class into two new ones. If the original class is referred by a maintenance pattern, the binding between the corresponding pattern role and that class becomes unresolved. As a result, a warning for unresolved element is reported by the pattern.
JavaFrames maintainability concern architecture
In this section, we consider applying our approach on JavaFrames system itself. This can be considered as an example of adaptive maintenance.
The pattern engine, an integral part of the JavaFrames system, has been designed to support different domains. In JavaFrames terminology, we refer to these domains as semantics. In the same domain, there can be different semantics types. For example, in the Java domain, there are different semantics types for Java classes, Java methods, etc. Currently, the tool supports Java and UML semantics. However, it can be extended to support other semantics such as C++ or XML semantics. Figure 9 shows the maintainability concern architecture of the JavaFrames system. Our interest in the system is from the angle of adapting it to new semantics. The figure defines three concerns:
• Semantics Creation Concern: encapsulates the aspects of creating a new semantics type. It consists of three overlapping sub-concerns that have one pattern in common. The pattern specifies how to create a new semantics type. The three sub-concerns, in turn, are:
-Synchronization Concern: synchronizes the pattern model with the real world of concrete elements. It is composed of a listener pattern that specifies how to listen to changes in the real world that may affect the current role bindings. Let us suppose, for example, that a Java class role is bound to Java class A. If class A happens to be renamed or deleted, the associated binding should be broken.
-Validity Checking Concern: deals with defining possible constraints on the newly created semantics type. It consists of a pattern that generates code for constraint implementation. An example constraint is enforcing the right access permissions of files.
-Structure Generation Concern: abstracts the properties of the newly created semantics type. It defines a pattern that guides the user how to implement new templates for new type. An example template is the directory information of files.
• Pattern Functionality Concern: defines rules how to extend the existing pattern functionality so that newly generated semantics types are supported. The enclosed pattern, for example, specifies the steps required for creating the right pattern role when reading XML representation of the corresponding type.
• User Interface Concern: encapsulates the steps required for generating wizards for providing concrete elements that play the role of the new type. The 'Wizard Sheet' pattern specifies steps how to define new wizard sheets whereas the 'Sheet Implementation' pattern defines tasks to provide concrete implementations of the wizard sheets. Figure 10 shows an example maintenance session for adding a new semantics type to the set of existing types. The left view of the figure shows the hierarchical structure of the deployed patterns. The patterns have been identified in the maintainability concern architecture presented in Figure 9 . The middle bottom view shows the currently performed bindings. The right view presents the maintenance task to be performed. The upper part of the view indicates the title of the task whereas the bottom part displays a detailed task description. The upper view shows the integrated editor which displays the outcome of performing the maintenance task.
Related work
In this section, we investigate related approaches that try to solve maintenance problems at both the methodology and the tool support levels. We start by discussing related methodologies, and then compare our environment with several related maintenance tools. After that, we consider maintainability from the point of view of aspects. Finally, we compare maintenance patterns to related approaches. 
Work related to maintenance patterns
There is a lot of work done concerning different kinds of patterns. Technically, maintenance patterns resemble design patterns [10] , but they are usually system-specific. Although our maintenance patterns may emerge in the design phase, their purpose is to support software maintenance. There are other patterns occurring especially in the maintenance phase. AntiPatterns describe bad programming styles that can be found during maintenance and that should be replaced with better styles [6] . In addition, there is ongoing work concerning identification of design patterns afterwards during software re-engineering or maintenance [7] .
Our maintenance patterns are related to re-engineering patterns [8] . Re-engineering patterns provide guidelines to some reverse engineering and re-engineering tasks. They describe common situations that may occur during reengineering and give advice how to manage these problematic situations. Compared to maintenance patterns, reengineering patterns are meant to be in post-delivery situations of software, they cannot be applied in the design phase like maintenance patterns. In addition, re-engineering patterns are usually common to all systems whereas maintenance patterns are more system-specific.
Concerning maintenance, there are also lifecycle maintenance patterns or evolution patterns [4] . However, lifecycle maintenance patterns are not system-specific, because they describe typical evolutionary changes that are common to several software systems. Furthermore, lifecycle maintenance patterns try to find common general rules how systems evolve, while re-engineering patterns describe problematic situations that might occur during system evolution and present possible concrete solutions.
Work related to maintenance tools
There are several maintenance tools for different purposes. Some tools are meant for searching interesting code pieces (for example [19] ). There are also tools that enable program representation as hypertext (for example [9, 18] ). In these tools, for example, a function name (in function call) provides a link to the corresponding function implementation.
As shown earlier, we have used JavaFrames for documentation purposes needed in software maintenance. However, maintenance tools supporting documentation are typically such that they produce new documentation (e. g. different graphs) according to source code. Their purpose is to clarify the dependencies between different code elements. Together with these graphs, the program becomes easier to understand. The JavaFrames approach is different, because documentation is needed in order to link together code pieces that belong to the same maintenance task. Thus, concerning the provided links, JavaFrames (or actually the maintenance patterns) has similarities to such tools that include the hypertext feature.
There are tools that support change management by locating features in the program code [24] . These features can be domain-specific concepts or functional properties of the system. To make modifications to the features, their location should be identified in the code. Some of these tools, such as presented in [11] , apply a static approach. Tracing of related code pieces is based on graphs telling the dependencies between program elements, for example, in procedure calls and data flow.
Searching for feature location can also be implemented dynamically [23, 25, 26] . Searching for the code points where a certain feature is implemented is based on running the program to be changed. The user may run a set of tests that are divided into invoking tests and excluding tests [23] . The execution traces are analyzed to find the code components that were executed in the invoking tests but not in the excluding tests. The set of tests must be selected very carefully, because poorly selected tests will lead to inaccurate selection of the components.
A program feature may correspond to a maintenance task, if a maintenance task is a modification to an existing feature. To complete the task, the involved code pieces should be known. In the aforementioned tools, this identification is performed afterwards and repeated when necessary. In JavaFrames (and especially via maintenance patterns), the documentation, preferably made during software design, include the information that the other tools try to find. Thus, the task of the other tools can be considered as some kind of maintenance pattern mining.
Work related to aspects and concerns
Aspect-oriented software development (AOSD) supports several concerns that cut across the most evident decomposition of the system [2] . A typical system consists of several kinds of concerns such as business logic, performance, data persistence, logging and debugging [15] . In addition, it is possible to detect development-process concerns, for example, comprehensibility, maintainability, traceability, and evolution ease. In this paper, we are especially interested in maintainability concern.
Maintainability can be considered as a concern. However, at a finer-granular level, we can consider individual maintenance tasks as crosscutting concerns in the system to be maintained. We use maintenance patterns to recognize and manage such concerns. Concern architectures are considered in [13, 14] . In the terminology of [13] , maintainability can be managed by identifying maintenance patterns and their relationships. The pattern relationships in [13] are used to define a partial order for applying the patterns. In addition, the relationships identify the parts where modifications to program elements referred by a pattern can affect other elements bound by the overlapping patterns.
Maintenance patterns are closely related to concern graphs [20] . In concern graphs, related program features (or code pieces) form a concern that is represented as a graph. Code pieces forming a concern belong to the same maintenance task. In the same conceptual way, maintenance patterns collect together the related pieces of source code. However, concern graphs differ from maintenance patterns in that concern graphs are extracted from the existing source code repeatedly, and they are not permanent like the information in maintenance patterns. Moreover, concern graphs do not support maintenance documentation.
Comparison of maintenance patterns to related approaches
The tools presented in Figure 11 are related to each other, because they all have the common purpose, i.e. change management. Our approach is referred in the figure as maintenance patterns (MP). Most of the methods support identification of feature locations. Maintenance patterns are mostly related to concern graphs, because both methods support concerns. We can consider concerns as a mechanism that brings and links together associated pieces such as patterns in our approach. In this standpoint, hypertext links can serve the same purpose, and thus, the HyperSoft tool [18] has also been checked off in that row.
The other considerations discussed in previous subsections are also collected in Figure 11 . Maintenance patterns can be characterized such that although their purpose (change management) is similar to other tools, they support the purpose in a different way. For example, they provide permanent information about related code points, whereas other tools extract information repeatedly. Moreover, maintenance patterns support maintenance consideration already in the design phase.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have introduced maintenance patterns to support software documentation especially for maintenance purposes. Maintenance patterns aid in linking together those program parts that need modification due to the same larger maintenance task. A program piece may belong to several maintenance tasks creating a link between the corresponding maintenance patterns. Documenting these links support change impact analysis.
We show how maintenance patterns can be applied using JavaFrames even though JavaFrames is originally not built as a maintenance tool, but is meant for application development purposes. For example, the task list property supports maintenance tasks directly, because maintenance tasks can typically be divided into smaller tasks that can be performed in a certain order.
So far, we have only limited experience in applying the approach presented in this paper to real maintenance situations. A real case study is the next action of future work, and for this purpose we have tool support available. In this way, we can find out how appropriate and practical the discussed approach is and how it scales up to real world examples.
As another future work, maintenance patterns can be used to provide information about maintenance history. We can collect useful information about those code points that need recurring modifications and/or those code points that belong to several maintenance patterns. It can be assumed that typically there are code points that meet frequent change actions and others that are more stable. Via maintenance patterns, we could find these different points. In the future, there could even be a property which can be used to visualize maintenance patterns and the evolution of the system. Another future research direction is to investigate how the use of maintenance patterns could ease system testing. We can assume that using maintenance patterns it is possible to select the test cases more precisely. Particularly in regression testing, we need not test such parts of the system that are not involved in the implemented change.
